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rather the area, of the pIston of which Is equal to the 
sum of the others. Answer: To determine the power of 
the hydraulic press, measure the diameters of the pump 
plunger and the ram of the press. The square of the dl· 
ameter of the ram Is divided by the quantity obtained by 
multiplying the square of the diameter of the plunger 
by the distance from the center of the plunger to the 
fulcrum of the pump handle and dividing by the whole 
length of handle. The result will be the number of times 
that the force exerted by the press exceeds that exerted 
on the pump handle. Friction Is not considered. The 
action of four small pumps worked by the same handle 
would be equivalent to that of a single pump of double 
diameter, that Is, of area equal to the four combined. 

J. K. asks: Is it safe to use any remedy, 
when chemicals are used, to remoyQ scales from boilers? 
Answer: Mechanical means are always to be preferred, 
in the removal of scale once formed, whe!.lever they can 
be employed. 'l'he use of cheillicals, in weak solution, 
where their action can be carefully watched, is proper. 
If they contain any acid, howcyer, they will injure the 
exposed metallic surfaces wherever they may come in 
contact with them. Some apparently harmless remedies 
produ::c �clds by theil' decomposition, and serious Injury 
18 thug sometimes caused. 

To E. E.-To form a perfect cube in per-
81)CctivP, inscribe a regular hexagon in a circle, then 
connect each alternate angle wIth thecenterbya radius. 
This will gi-.::e fl. C'1hC. 

To W. G. B. -This communication was re
ceived too late to comply with request relating to an 
earlier note. The desire fif our correspondent is, how� 
ever, fully complied with In our'last remarks upon the 
subject of the balance wheel. The only real gain In at
tempting to balance a reciprocating piece by a rotating 
one Is that derived from changing the direction of the 
disturbing action of the momentum. For example, the 
reciprocating parts of a horizontal stationary engine, If 
run'llng at high speed, produce horizontal strains which 
Its foundation and huldlng down bolts are less well fitted 
to resist than to meet the vertical strains which are pro· 
duced by the momentum of the rotating piece, which 
may be used to neutralize those horizontal strains. 

J. H. D. says: A friend claims that, if a 
weight of 40) Ibs. be put on a wagon axle (which is 200 
lbs. on each whee}), the pressure is the same on the 
top of the wheel as on the bottom; while I assert that, 
If there are 14 spokes In the wheel, there Is just one 
fourteenth of the weight on the top. Which Is right? 
Answer: The problem proposed Involves the higher 
mathematics. If the rim Is absolutely rigid, and If the 
joints are unyielding, the strains on the several spokes 
will vary In proportion to the squares of the cosines of 
the angles which they make with the vertical. In this 
case, the force resisted by the vertical spoke, either at 
top or bottom, Is about two fourteenths of the total 
weight on the wheel, where all the spokes take their pro· 
portion of the weight, as Indicated above. 

X. Y. Z. saYI>: vVill some one inform me 
what causes sinks, hollows, or low places in brass cast� 
Ings? Answer: The defects you speak of are due to va· 
rious causes, such as uneven shrinkage, molds not thor� 
oughly dried, etc.; but principally uneven pouring and 
too little pressure In the metal from the pot. 

J. G. W. sends a mineral specimen and 
says: The piece I scnd you Is broken off from a larger 
piece weighing % of a pound. It was found while exca· 
vatlng for a cellar and was embedded about three feet 
below the surface, In a soil composed of sand and clay. 
When found, It was covered with an oxide fully J4 of an 
Inch thick. Many who have examined It think .It Is of 
meteoric origin. But I have always supposed that me
teors contained a considerable percentage of iron j this 
does not appear to, for the minutest particles are not in 
the least afi'ected by a powerful magnet. Answer: It 'Is 
not of meteoric origin, but Is Iron pyrites (sulphuret of 
Iron) which Is not attracted by the magnet. 

S. S. W. C. says: I am using a plain slide 
valve engine, 10by24 lnches. The valve cuts oft' at about 
two thirds of the stroke. Is It possible to set the eccen
tric so as to cut off sooner and still give sufficient lead, 
without changing the length of the valve? Answer: The 
engine referred to Is probably as well arrang€das wlllbe 
found possible. To cut off shorter with a single slide 
valve would probably cause excessive cushioning. To 
make a. change would require, also, a change in the 
length of valve face. 

C. asks how to make a machine to sand
paper wood. Answer : Use canvas belts strongly sewed 
together at the ends. The threads maybe so tied togeth

r as to leave the face on emery side of belt perfectly 
smooth and level. Size the belt wltll a coating of thin 
glue and then let It dry. Hand the belt over two pulleys, 
so that It c�n be easily turned. Use the best glue, of 
about the consistency for gluelng wood; put It on hot 
wltha brush, sifting the sand or emery on at once. Go 
round the belt as quickly as possible, then lay It on a 
smooth plank, and roll the sand or emery Into the glue 
as hard as possible (an Iron pulley, loose on a mandrel, Is 
best) ; then hang up the belt to dry. 

M. H. B. asks: How can I work a blue color 
into soap? Answer? Ultramarine and smalts or zatfre 
are the materials used; the pigment ought to be stirred 
Into the soap when the latter Is In the mold. The fear 
that either of these materials will turn green Is entirely 
unfounded. 

S. L. A. says that a steel square whjch he 
had kept oiled has lost Its spring, and asks If 0\1 affects 
th'e temper. Answer: The simple covering with 011 can
not effect th£ hardneas and elasticity of steel. It Is a 
fact that 0\1 and fats are used to anneal steel, eapeclally 
thin articles, like springs, butln this case they are dipped 
Into a bath, heated to the point of Ignition. Sometimes 
the tools are covered with the fat or Oil, whereupon the 
latter Is Ignited. 

B. St. J. says:. I am running a steam saw 
mill. When setting up stellm liner the boiler IJ cold. 

1dtutifit 
there Is a thumping or pounding, liKe striking with a 
heavy hammer, from the time we get 5lbs. of steam till 
we have 40 Ibs., when It ceases. What Is the cause of 
said pounding? The boiler Is a large flue boller, four feet 
In diameter and eighteen feet long. The connection 
pipe from the pump Is exposed three feet to the fire, and 
Is a four Inch pipe. When In front of boiler the thump· 
ing sounds at back, and at back, sounds in front, and is 
so heavy as to jar the whole mill and to be heard four or 
five rods outside. Answer: We presume that the action 
described Is due to the presence of cold water In the 
steam pipe. Open the throttle valve and the pet cocks 
in the cylinder, or in some other way drain the steam 
pipe and allow steam to blow through until the pipe Is 
thoroughly warmed. 

D. M. O. asks: Is there any process by 
which grained sugar can be made from sorghum? An� 
swer: The attempts to make granulated sugar out of sor
ghum have not proved economical. Several pamphlets 
have been printed by agricultural publlehers on this 
subject. 

J. K. M. asks: What is the most powerful 
bleaching proceDs, and how can I apply It for bleaching 
an animal substance? Answer: The best bleaching 
agent for ordinary purposes Is Chloride of lime. Per· 
manganate of potash is also much employed. For house
hold use, what Is called Javelle water, to be had of drng
gists, can be used to bleach linen and remove wine stains. 

J. P. C. says: I wish to illuminate a magic 
lantern with an electric light; what Is the best battery 
to use, and what is the number of cups? Are there any 
magnetic 01' other macb!nescthat would answer the pur
pose? Answer: It Is dllllcult to manage the electric 
light without employing Foucault's lamp, and this Is ex· 
pensive. Professor Tyndall made use of three of these 
lamps at his recent lectures in New York, and ran them 
with a bichromate battery of 50 cells. It Is more con· 
venient to illuminate a magic lantern with the e.l.)cimll 
light. 

J. F. asks for directions for testing bleach
Ing powder(chlorlde of llme)? Answer: It Is not easy 
for any one but a professional chemist to ·test bleaching 
powders. The directions for accomplishing an accurate 
analysis are given in Fresenius' work on quantitative 
analysis. 

'V. E. G., of Ky., sends a mineral specimen, 
asking what it is, and of what use. Answer: It is pure 
galena, the great lead ore of commerc�. 

J. M. W. asks for a demonstration of the 
manner in which a bird rises through the air without ex
ertion on its own part, and states that this will open a 
new field for perpetual motlonists. Answer: If you 
have read the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN carefully, you will 
know that a bird does not rise without exertion on Its 
own part, and ypu will have a wholesome dread of any
thing fUrther on the subject of perpetual motion. 

F. A. K. says: A lever L has its fulcrum at 
the angle j the powermovestheupper part, and the pres
sure is exerted perpendicularly at the right hand extrem
Ity of the lower part. Another leyer, of similar dlmen· 
sions and with Its fulcrum similarly placed at the left 
hand extremity of its lower part, Is of shape .1. Which 
will exert the greatest pressure? Answer: The latter, 
or .1 form. If the two arms of L are equal in length, 
thp-l'e will be merely a transmission of power, less the 
friction, �md no le'Verage at all. llut in the latter fonn, the 
leverage andincreased!power will vary as the point where 
the power is applied is moved further from the fulcrml1; 
and the leverage will bc as thi'J distance is to the hmgth 
of the horizontal or lower arm of the .1. 

E. M. asks: What cheap preparation can I 
use to make a box water tight against either hot or cold 
water? Answer: Dip the box In hot paraffin. 

J. B. 'V. asks for information with reference 
to the commission for observing the transit of Venus 
next year. Who has It In charge, and what has been pub
lished with reference thereto? He suggests that a table 
of contents for each number weuld be a valuable ad
dition to our paper: Answer: Write to Professor New
come, Washington, D. C., for information relating to the 
commission for observing the transit of Venu8. We 
publl.h a table of contents for each number on ou]' edit
orial page. 

C. M. asks if anthracite coal is injured by 
exposure to the weatheJ', or by i!nmersion in wat.er? "I 
have soaked It In water for some days· without any In
crease in weight." Is carbon soluble in any l1quitl with
out chemical change? Answer: Anthracite coal Is con· 
slderably deteriorated by exposure to the alr,a fact th.t 
Is too much overlooked by dealers. There Is no solvent 
for carbon. 

A. G. T. says: I read the article on the use 
of arsenic in paper hangings, etc., and its' effect 011 the 
health. I have a large case of stuffed birds In my sitting 
room, which are, of course, prepared in arsenic. Do you 
consider them Injurious to the health of the occupants 
of the house; and Is the profesDion of taxidermist an 
unhealthy one? Is Ure's Dictionary of Arts and Manu
factures an Illustrated work? And could I find In It full 
descriptions of the lllanufacture of trams and organ
zlne, and weaving of silk? Answers: Stuffed birds should 
be kept in close cases, and the room be wall ventnated, 
as moistUre and changes of temperature will liberate 
some of the poisonous arsenic. Taxidermists are liable 
t" all the symptoms of pOisoning unless they are very 
cautious. The article OIl silk mailufaeture, in Ure's 
Dictionary, Is fully Illustrated. 

D. W. P. says that he and another person 
have a dispute as to whether the heat of the sun's rays is 
Increase{1 by paSSing through plain glass of uniform 
thickness. "I hold thatlt Is not; he says that It Is." An
swer: The heat of the sun's rays Isverymuch diminished 
In Its passage through glass, but not nearly so much as 
the artificial heat from other sources. 

W. S. B. asks: Am I right in supposing 
that a cubic foot of atmospheric air, at a pressure of say 
one pound to the square inch, would, at a pressure of 
two pounds to the square inch occupy a space of two 
cubic feet and so on, and Is It the same with all other 
gases? What Is the best rule for determining the pres
sure of water at different hlghts? Answer: The volume 
of gases Is governed by Mariotte's law, which Is that, at 
the same temperature, the volume occupied by the same 
bulk <>f air Is In Inverse ratio to the pressure which It 
supports . If the pressure of the column of mercury In 
a tube Is equivalent to one atmosphere, addlngthlspres
sure to that which the atmosphere exerts on the mercury 
we have the air subjected to double Its usual pressure, 
and It Is, consequently, reduced In volume one half. If 
we subject It to a pressure of three atmospheres, It will 
be reduced to one third, of four atmospheres, to one 
fourth,of Its original bulk. The only variations In the 
law are near the pOint of liquefaction of gases. For 
the pressure of water, see hydrostatics In any book of 
physics. 

H. C. S. asks if frost will follow down an 
empty pipe, coyer�d atthe top, so �s to fre.eze lit six or 

twelve Inches below the frost level. Or, will a hydrant 
freeze. If the pipe Is empty and the cut off valve Is from 
six to eighteen Inches below where the ground Is frozen? 
Answer: If both the pipe and the hydrant are empty, 
what Is there to f"eeze? 

J. L. asks: Is the air which is injected into 
the receiver or heater of the caloriC engine warmed by 
the exhaust before It Is Injected or not? Also, Is the 
rigidity of a frozen road bed the only cause of the rail. 
breaking? It Is denied by some sclentiM authorltle, 
that Iron Is less tenacious when It Is frosty, but experi
ence seems to contradict such a theory. Answers! The 
air entering a hot air engine Is not usually previously 
heated. Ralls have slightly greater strength, probably, 
when cold, but they have less elasticity and consequent
ly are less well fitted to resist concussion. We presume 
that the last fact may fully reconcile experimental de· 
ductions with our experience. 

E. H. B. says: The water in Lake Michigan, 
at one point, is nearly two feet lower now than it was 111 
June,1871. Some persons have an Idea that the wearing 
away of Niagara Falls and the changing of the cllrrent In 
Chicago River Is the cause; but I am of the opinion that 
It Is caused by the action of the elements or by evapora· 
tlon. Will you please Inform us what Is the cause of th< 
great depression of the waters of this greg,t inland sea? 
Also where Is the wash or cavin?, In of the bluffs and 
great clay banks along this shore depOSited? The wash 
is immense every year. Answer: The hight of water ill 
the great lakes Is greatly Influenced by the violence and 
direction of the winds prevailing during the season, as 
well as the greater or less amount of rain which has fall
en within the drainage area from which the wa ter fiows. 
We do not suppose tha.t the wearing away of Niagara 
Falls has had the effect noted, but It would probably 
require a geological survey to detennine the real cause 
precisely. We presume that the sol! washed from the 
banks Is widely distributed over the lake .bottom, and 
some of It Is probably carried down the Niagara Elver. 

C. A. M. says, in answer to A. ,J. query 3, 
page 10, that horn Is clarifier! by first pu tllng In tv 
boiling water, and, when thoroughly lh�a�ed, itis placct� 
upon a wooden pin of a convenient length, and scraped 
from the tip downwards, removing a shaving the whole 
length of the horn at each stroke of the shave. It now 
has a clean surface, and is sawn into one or more cylin
drical pieces of convenient Size, each of which is spli1 
lengthwi se by passing It over" circular saw projectln� 
through a t�ble. These pieces are now placed again In 
bOiling water, and, when hot, transferred to boilin� 
whale oil, from which, while still hot, they are taken and 
rolled or tIa ttened and placed between sheets of RUssian 
iron in a powerful screw hot press. The press is made 01 
several adjacent cast iron boxes containing squar£.: open
Ings to receive the charcoal with which they are heated. 
The pieces remain In about five minutes according to 
the temperature of the press, and when removed are in 
the form of fiat, am ber colored, transparent plates. The 
'color will be darker according to the length of time the 
pieces r,:main in the press. 

R. B. M. says, in answer to E. S. S., query 
8, page 59: Jacket your pipes with a.bestos paste, one 
half Inch thick, and then protect the paste by a' cover 0' 
thin boards or tin j charcoal pulverized, or any other 
non-conducting material will answer for the jacket. 1 
have jac}:eted my pipes with fine hay, and haye had no 
freezing since. 

A. G. C. query 24, page 59, can tempel' his 
taps in the following manner: After hardening, polish 
the bottom of one of the cutting grooves until It I. 
bright (an old fine cut file will answer) ; then place the 
shank of the tap In the tongs, with pOint of the tap from 
you and the polished groove on the upper side, and the 
pOint a little elevated; If a taper tap, the large part of 
the tap should come nearest the fire. Then move It back 
and forth over a slow fire, that has the coal charred so 
that It will not smoke. Heat evenly and slowly until the 
bright groove assumes a deep red color.-Z. D. 

C. M. says, in an�wer to W. L. L., who asked 
for an explanation of the configuration of frost crystals 
on windows: The crystalline forms which the vapors of 
a room assume, while being condensed on the cold paneJo> 
of a window, depend mostly on the surface condit�on of 
the glass. A glass plate, absolutely clean and fiat, would 
show no forms, the frost being equally distributed. The 
wiping or cleaning of the wIndow Inside the room is 
usually done in a roundish, spiral, or scroll like manner; 
hence the first adhesion of vapor, and the subsequent 
crystallization (If we can call It so) follows these line, 
and produces the well known fern· like or leaf·Uke fgmls. 
But wipe one pane before a frost carefully by horizontal 
streaks only, and the next to it by vertical streaks j and 
the frost crystals will be formed In the same directions, 
respectively, much more resembling those of some 
chemical salts tl1f\n vegetable shapes. Snow crystals, 
forming In the air wlthou t any chemical or mechanical 
obstacles, are always hexagonal, with secondary forma
tions of the same system. 

H. 11. W. says: C. A. de S. wants to be 
helped In his Indexing. Having had tolndex29,OOO words, 
I think I have a right to speak about It. In tile first 
place, I got hold of a somewhat stllllsll paper (old ledger 
paper Is exceHent ) ; then I cut It Into slips of conveni
ent size (linCh by 2 Inches will be about right). I put 
down on each slip one word or sentence (depending on 
the kind of Index), with page and other reference Ifsuch 
is necessary. When every word or sentence which I 
wanted In the Index was noted down, I got hold of 24 
cigar boxes, which I let tered from a to z. I now distrib
uted those Slips Into the boxes. This done, I put the 
contents of each box in a separate paper bag, put the 
now empty boxes again before me, got hold of a, and 
distributed all Slips bearing words beginning with a be· 
tween these boxes, thus, aa, ab, ac,ad, etc., to the end of 
the chapter. This done, I got hold of aa, and successive
ly ab, ac, etc., and distributed those Slips fUrther. When 
arranged alphabetically I pasted those slips belonging 
to a in proper order on brown wrapping paper. Having 
trea ted a In this way, I took hold of b, and so on to the 
end of .the alphabet. It took me a fortnight (6 hours a 
day) to get througll with the distribution, and after that 
the copying took me several months. 

A. G. C., on page 59, asks how to temper 
taps. He must first of all bear In mind that a tap Is slm· 
ply a series of cutters on a Mr; hence the cutting parts 
must be uniformly hard enough to cu t, and the base soft 
as possible to Insure durability. 'Ihls can be best accom· 
pllshed by dipping at as Iow a Mat as possible and mak· 
Ing the outside hard, while tile Inside will be compara
tively soft when rubbed off ready for tell1perlng. Heat 
a heavy ring (a brokenpulley hub'ls a s gQodl\BanytIilngj, 
which have on side of your fire for use while hardening 
taps, and also a heavy pair of tongs, made hot In the 
same way. Take the lever end of the tap wttll tlle hot 
tongs, and Insert the tap In the center oJ the hot ring, 
butdo.not let It touch the sides. It Is b.eHer to ",!lep 
turning It round. If the temper draws too fast, where 
held by the tongs, �OQI it off; lI\on bllckWl\fll lIlHl f;)f-
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ward until the right color Is attained. ThiS, (QO , de. 
pends on quality of steel and the size and make of the 
tap, and lastly the purpose for which It Is Intended.-P 
McC. 

W. A. W. says, in answer to .J. E. S. (query 
22, page 10), who asked how to :mal�e a boiler for a s1l1:8l11 
stea.m engine, to be heated by a common stove: Anything 
that you can make tight, with heating surface enougle 
to make the requisite amount of steam, will answer th.e 
purpose. I saw n. boiler and furnace in Grahd Rapids'" 
Mich., that was made something like a box stove with, 
boiler set In the top, about one half the diameter of the 
boiler being in the firebox j there was no grate in fire
box or fiue In boiler. It wa, cast Iron and evidently alE 
cast whole, except the bottom of the fUrnace and front 
end of boiler. The cylinder of engine was 3 by 5 Inches' 
A safety valve one Inch In diameter will be plenty large, 
enough. Ten pounds pressure will be all you will need 
Why not gear up higher and run your engine at 100 rev-
olutlons per minute Instead of 150? 

J. VV. says, in answer to .J. E. S., page 378,. 
volume XXVII.,antl 'V. G. E., page�7, yolumeXXVIII., 
on transmis8ion of motioll: I would say that it is simply 
absurd to refute a thing we have not seen practically 
tested. W. G. B. seems to be a true disciple of doubting 
Thomas, and much like the man who, when he heard of 
the first Iron ship being bUilt, swore It would sink. 1 
simply assert that I have seen belts as wide as four Inch· 
e8 work admirably on the plan descrlbcel by me. And 
further, it has come under my notice, since I wrote my 
communication, that seven inch belts were worked on 
this plan at the planing mill (recently destroyed by fire) 
on President street, Baltimore, and will be used againin 
the reconstrncted building. I have only to add that, In 
constructing the shifter, It should only allow the edge of 
the belt to come fairly with the edge of the loose lmlley, 
so that the pressure of the shifter with the pliability of 
the belt brings it in contact with the revolving -; ast pul. 
ley, when It takes hold quite easily. 
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Bag holder, J. B. Brown ............................. 13,1,637 
Bag fastening, mail, W. J. StowelL . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  134,571 

Bayonet attachment, J. W. Nell .................... 13,1,608 

Bed bottom, spring, J. L. Secomb ................... 13 4,6H 
Bee hive, D. Loofbourrow ........................... 134,687 
Bee hives, honey box for, Johnson and Barker. _ .. 13-1,fl74 

Bell ringer, steam, vYest antI Parker. ___ .. _ .. , ..... 134,719 

Blower for Ilrates, F. McCarthy .... _. __ ....... _ ..... 13.1,55U 
Boiler steam, F.A. Woodson_._ ............. __ ..... . llH,720 

BOiler,sectional steam, Babcoc k antl-Wilcox .. _._. lSl,GOj 
Bone black, revivifying, A. Lonsky........... .. 13-1,fj86 
Book, memorandml1, II. 1\1. HinsdilL ........ _ .... __ 13-1,5-10 
Bool heels, C. VV. Glidden . ........................... 13J,538 
Boots, machine for, C. H., D. D., :;mtl F.l'!.L Blake .. 131,58·1 
Boring machine, N. H. &A.P. Merchant (1')........ 5;122 
Bottle stoppel', A. Hebbard .......................... 1B,I,600 
Bracelet fastening, F. Kursh" ............ _ ...... __ . 134,081 
Brick machine, E. H. Hubbard ... _ . ...... . ... ... . . .. 134,672 
BridIe bit, J. Letchworth ......... ............ ....... 134,684 
Burial casket, S. Stein ......... ........ ... ...... . .... 13·J,570 

Canal boats, propelling, A. Ames .................... 134 ,60-1 
Canal boat, G. B. Martin ............................. 134,553 

Cane juice with sulphurous acid, J. Dymond ...... 13-.1,655 
Car coupllng,J. W. BatcH .............. ............. ·13-l.62n 

Car coupling, J. L. De Good . .... .. : .. ...... ....... 134,648 
Car coupling, C. H. Kendall .......................... 134,676 
Car coupling, B. Moore .............................. 134,695 
Car coupling, street, J. Stephenson . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  134,616 
Car frame, R. M. C. Parker ........................... 134,701 

Car sprlng,J. W.Culmer ................. .......... . . 131,346 

Car spring, railroad, J. W. Culmer .................. 134, 645 

Car axle bwl'-, H. G. ;Downs ......................... 134,594. 

Carll".e, lubricating, J. R. Morris ................... 134,696 
ClIuellt, rllUfOl\� . .\, llirney . . "" ........ " ........ 134,621 
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